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Data management and information retrieval (query/search) [1, 2] are regarded as challenging tasks for sensor
networks. Specifically for marine sensor networks that include sensors for different phenomena (e.g., water tem-
perature, pressure, and dissolved oxygen), information retrieval needs to consider both streaming and historical
data, diverse data formats and storages, data frequency, data quality and the volume of data. We propose a smart
(intelligent) system for information retrieval augmenting data mining techniques and semantics in marine sensor
networks.

We consider the following smart information retrieval techniques for marine sensor data.

Data publishing and event detection using continuous queries: Publishing relevant information [3] and de-
tecting events/patterns [4] both for real-time streaming and historical data using continuous queries are necessary
for situation awareness and decision making.

Pattern query with knowledge discovery: Pattern queries find similar patterns in marine sensor data. The
pattern queries can be implemented both for streaming data and historical data. The pattern query will not only
give similar patterns, but also show whether the patterns have increasing or decreasing trend and seasonality using
knowledge discovery.

User, context and query profiling: We aim to consider different users of marine sensor data and the context
of using marine sensor data to profile queries. By query profiling, we can identify different types of queries such
as continuous queries and snap shot or historical queries.

Query intention and relaxation: Based on the users, context and query types, query intention can be anal-
ysed and the query may be relaxed for finding hidden interesting patterns in marine sensor data.

Semantics in the marine sensor web: With the emergence of the semantic sensor web, there is a need to
extend query processing on the marine sensor web to the marine semantic sensor web (MSSW). The concept of
distributed ontologies can be used in query processing over MSSW. Queries using semantic reasoning techniques
[5] can also be developed over the MSSW. We propose to consider: (a) adding ontologies to the marine sensor
web, (b) reasoning over the MSSW and (c) distributed query processing over the MSSW.

We consider the following steps for improving marine sensor data processing towards smart information
retrieval (query processing).

Data quality and data cleaning: Quality marine sensor data are necessary to get quality answers from query
processing. Missing or erroneous data affect query processing and answering. Different data mining techniques
such as outlier detection need to be considered in measuring data quality.

Data transformation and integration: As marine data are represented in a number of formats including
model output in various forms of netCDF [6] and historical sensor data in relational databases, data need to be
transformed and integrated for query processing. Data obtained from disparate sensor networks in various domains
(e.g., hydrology) also need to be integrated for query processing.

Statistical processing and clustering: As raw marine sensor data contain mainly spatial and temporal data,
the answer to queries may not have an exact result because data may not exist in the specified time and space.
Thus, there is a need to use statistical methods such as interpolation and extrapolation for gap filling or prediction.
Marine sensor time series in nature may exhibit seasonal properties. Thus we propose to cluster marine sensor



data using some clustering techniques considering seasonality for efficient query processing.

Pattern discovery: In marine sensor data, there may be no exact answer for a query asking for interesting
patterns or behaviours. In this case, data mining techniques such as pattern extraction (e.g., Dynamic Time
Warping, ARIMA) and machine learning (e.g., Self-Organizing Map) may need to be exploited.

The proposed smart information retrieval system will benefit industries and sectors that require knowledge
from the marine sensor domain for decision making, planning and management.
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